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ABSTRACT: Inbreeding depression is a growing concern in livestock production because of its
detrimental effect on fitness and production traits. Inbreeding coefficients estimated using
genomic information are increasingly being used as opposed to traditional pedigree measures,
because they account for realized inbreeding rather than its expectation. However, inbreeding is
currently obtained mainly using medium density (50k) array data and only a few studies have
employed whole genome sequence. In this study, we present a robust method that accounts for
both genotyping errors and recombination rates from whole genome sequence obtained from
four dairy cattle breeds. We used this approach to estimate genomic inbreeding from whole
genome sequence and we compared results to genomic inbreeding estimated from medium
density genomic data. Results suggest that majority of the recent inbreeding can be captured
using medium density panels, however, older inbreeding and population history inferences are
better estimated and inferred from whole genome sequence data.
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Introduction

The routine use of genomic information envisioned by Meuwissen et al. (2001) to predict
breeding values in livestock, has now been fully implemented in dairy cattle, resulting in
increased rates of genetic gain. A consequence of high selection intensity is the accumulation of
inbreeding, which is often detrimental in livestock production. The ability to account for
Mendelian sampling and linkage during cell division using genomic selection has allowed for
discriminatory selection within family, thus reducing the rate of inbreeding per generation
(Daetwyler et al., 2007). However, the per annum rate of inbreeding has increased due to the
high turn-over of generations caused by shorter generation intervals. Inbreeding is associated
with increased risks of disease susceptibility and lower mean fitness in a population due to the
increased presence of deleterious alleles, as well as loss of genetic diversity. Identification of
regions containing deleterious alleles is, therefore, pertinent for genetic improvement purposes.
Conventionally, estimation of inbreeding coefficients has been done using pedigree information,
with genomic data more recently included when available. Using genomic information, genomic
inbreeding has been proposed to be estimated from the genomic relationship matrix (VanRaden,
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2008) or runs of homozygosity (ROH) (McQuillan et al., 2008). ROH are unbroken
homozygous chromosomal regions present on homologous chromosomes of a specific animal.
The research objectives of this study seek to: (1) use both whole genome sequence and medium
density information to identify homozygous regions in dairy cattle breeds; (2) estimate
inbreeding coefficient using different genomic measures and pedigree information; and (3)
compare whole genome sequence results to medium density array data.

Materials and Methods

Data: A total of 715 dairy cattle from North America, Europe, Australia and New Zealand were
re-sequenced. The animals included 481 Holsteins (HOL), 148 Brown Swiss (BSW), 66 Jerseys
(JER) and 20 Guernseys (GUE), which were known to be key ancestors of their respective
breeds. A subset of 150 Holstein animals with 50k genomic data were used for additional
analyses. The pedigree file had a total of 15,078 records that included all breeds. The maximum
pedigree depth was 20 generations and the weighted average for all breeds was 3.31 generations.
However, average pedigree completeness index (PCI) for HOL, BSW, JER and GUE animals
used for the estimation of inbreeding was 0.91, 0.86, 0.84 and 0.86, respectively, when estimated
for 5 generations.

Genotypes and Quality control: Only bi-allelic SNPs on autosomal chromosomes were
retained, genotypes were filtered for monomorphic variants, removing variant sites with minor
allele frequency < 0.01 for HOL and BSW and 0.035 and 0.1 for JER and GUE, respectively. In
addition, single nucleotide polymorphic (SNP) sites that drastically deviated from Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) (P-value <1x10-7) were removed. The total number of sites
retained were 14,863,087, 15,574,968, 10,535,448 and 7,694,187 for HOL, BSW, JER and
GUE, respectively. For the array data, variants sites were selected based on > 99% call rate and
HWE (P-value > 1x10-5) with other parameters similar to whole genome filtering. Array data
had 34,469 retained genotypes.

Inbreeding estimation: Inbreeding coefficients were estimated for each individual using three
different coefficients: using the pedigree data, using the genomic relationship matrix and using
the runs of homozygosity. The method suggested by VanRaden (2008) was utilized in the
estimation of (), with allele frequency fixed at 0.5 to reflect the unknown true base allele
frequency.

(1)

where is a vector with elements 2-2, 1-2 and 0-2 for the first homozygote, heterozygote and the
second homozygote, respectively, and is the frequency of the second allele of the SNP. ROH
were estimated using BCFtools software (Narasimhan et al., 2016) for whole genome sequence
data and PLINK (Chang et al., 2015) was used for medium density data. Inbreeding coefficient
based on ROH were estimated including all identified regions for whole genome and 50k data
(and , respectively) as shown by the equation (2). Additionally, whole genome inbreeding
estimates were further calculated based on ROH of length greater than 1Mb and 2Mb (). For
medium density ROH, the minimum length was set at 1Mb, with a minimum of 20 SNPs in a
sliding window and allowing for 1 missing genotype and 1 heterozygote genotype in a sliding
window.

(2)
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where is the total length of ROH segment in the individual and is the total length of the
autosome covered by the SNPs.

Results and Discussion

Average inbreeding coefficient estimates from the pedigree were substantially lower than
genomic inbreeding estimates (Table 1). This may be because measures the average proportion
of the individual’s genome that is identical-by-descent, whereas genomic inbreeding measures
the actual proportion of the individual’s genome that is identical-by-state, which might more or
less likely be also identical-by-descent, depending on genomic method employed.

Table 1. (a) Within breed estimates of averages (%) standard deviations (%) of 481 Holstein,
148 Brown Swiss, 66 Jersey and 20 Guernsey animals from whole genome () and pedigree
inbreeding (). (b) Pedigree and genomic inbreeding averages (%) standard deviations (%) of 150
Holstein animals from both whole genome () and 50k array data ().
(a)

Holstein Brown Swiss Jersey Guernsey

1

1

1

(b)
2 1 1 1

1BCFtools 2 PLINK

Correlations between and the different genomic inbreeding methods were 0.62, 0.68,
0.79 and 0.76 for , and , respectively in HOL using whole genome data (Table 2). These results
are quite similar to the correlations from Zhang et al. (2015), with a slight decrease of 0.05 and
0.04 for and , respectively, compared to their study. The higher correlations observed in Zhang
et al. (2015) might be due to their samples being predominantly from the Danish Holstein
population, whereas the samples in our study are from multiple countries. In JER, the correlation
coefficients were close to 0 indicating that genomic estimates and pedigree estimates are not
capturing the same information (Table 2). The simple explanation for this could be the pedigree
completeness index for JER, which was the lowest among all the breeds and also the origin of
the sampled animals. Approximately half of the JER samples came from Australia, where
outdoor mating systems are commonly practiced, which often may lead to misidentification of
parent and offspring (Pryce et al., 2014). In addition, the low-moderate correlations observed
between and and for BSW and GUE could be implied from the PCI, which were lower than
for HOL.

Table 2. Within breed correlations of pedigree and genomic inbreeding estimated using either
genomic relationship () and runs of homozygosity ()
Breeds
Holstein
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Brown Swiss
Jersey
Guernsey

Correlations between genomic and pedigree inbreeding estimates were 0.82 and 0.70 for
the 50k () and whole genome sequence (), respectively, for HOL (Table 3). Correlations were
increased to 0.80 and 0.79, when ROH lengths were increased to only include lengths greater
than 1Mb and 2Mb, respectively. This could indicate that more information regarding old
inbreeding are obtained with whole sequence data and both the 50k array and whole genome
data capture similar information with regards to recent inbreeding. Increasing the length of ROH
used in calculation of inbreeding led to a higher correlation, which means that there is a high
chance that pedigree data captures recent inbreeding and that longer ROH lengths are better
indicators of recent inbreeding. This is in accordance with other studies (e.g., Zhang et al.,
2015). In support that and captured similar information, a high correlation (0.94) was estimated
between these coefficients.

Conclusions

It is evident, from our study and other similar studies that genomic inbreeding estimated
using ROH are better indicators of true genomic inbreeding. Given the results of this study, there
is a high correlation between whole genome estimates of inbreeding and estimates obtained from
medium density SNP array for recent inbreeding. Therefore, if recent inbreeding estimates are
the focal point, then estimates from medium density SNP array should be sufficient. If the focus
was, for example, detecting population history and old inbreeding, whole genome sequence
genotypes would be preferred, which could be obtained by imputing from medium density to
whole genome genotypes.

Table 3. Correlations between pedigree () and genomic inbreeding estimates using both whole
genome sequence () and 50k genomic array data () in 150 Holsteins animals
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